daring God-talk: what is normal?
How do we understand the healing touch of Jesus in the era of untact? How do we respond to the coincidence of four crises raging at once: Covid-19, climate colonialism, racial inequity, and economic violence? What might we learn from grassroots social movements?

Caribbean & Americas Panelists  📅 Fri Oct 30, 2020  🕒 7:00-8:30pm (Central USA & Canada time)

CYNTHIA MOE-LOBEDA  
- Pandemic of Inequity, Potential of Epistemic Conversion

ANGELICA TOSTES & DELANA CORAZZA  
- Latin-American spiritualities in times of Covid-19: Social movements and solidarity actions as resistance

SUNG UK LIM  
- Touch of Jesus in the Era of “Untact”
daring God-talk: what is normal?

What does transnational solidarity mean, and how do we embody it?

How do we perform God-talk in the context of Covid-19?

Let us shift from "we have" to "we are" ways of thinking!

Caribbean & Americas Panelists  📅 Sat Oct 31, 2020  🕒 7:00-8:30pm (Central USA & Canada time)

CHRISTINE PAE

< Transnational Solidarity in the Time of Isolationism: God’s Sovereignty in the Human Pandemic >

MICHAEL MAWSON

< Speaking of God: Julian of Norwich’s Performative God-Talk >

MICHAEL MAWSON

< Lagimālie: The De-Onefication of Pacific theology in the light of eco-relational wellbeing >
daring God-talk: what is normal?
What might we learn from artists on how to respond to the pandemic?

Caribbean & Americas Panelists

Sun Nov 1, 2020  7:00–8:30pm (Central USA & Canada time)

< Emmanuel Garibay >  < Emard Cañedo >  < Carol Duncan >  < Crystal L. Hall >  

< Jacqueline Hidalgo >  < Althea Spencer Miller >  < Ched Myers >  < Rod Pattenden >